
Cedric Dale Hoard
Cedric possesses a unique ability to help others effectively address 

and navigate complex aspects of life as a Licensed Professional 
Counselor and national spoken word artist.

Imagine if we lived in a world that encouraged ongoing 
reflection & evolution of our identity & invited our youth 

& young adults to do the same! 
We’d be able to move our collective community to places 

of healing. 
We’d appreciate the uniqueness and immense worth 

within each of us! 
Let’s uncover the power of empathy through hearing the 

stories of others. 



Discovering The Why 
Behind The What

Cedric Dale Hoard, MS, LPC



What Do I Do?



The Foundation

Discovering "THE WHY" gives 
context into "THE WHAT."

Interview and interrogate the 
behavior.

Trauma explains you, but it does 
not define you!



data

SIGNPOST
STOP SIGN 



Change the Question, 
Change the Narrative

INSTEAD OF "WHAT IS 
WRONG WITH YOU?" ASK 

AND WONDER, "WHAT 
HAPPENED TO YOU?

QUESTIONS ALLOW FOR 
REFLECTION AND 

REVELATION.

THE RIGHT QUESTIONS 
EXPAND OUR LENS AND 

HELP US WRITE THE 
STORY.



"SHE" Poem



Expanding the Lens



Understanding
Trauma

We know trauma more by its response, 
than by its event

Acute Trauma, 
Chronic Trauma, 
Complex Trauma

Trauma is a psychological, emotional, 
neurological, and physiological response 
to a deeply disturbing and distressing 
experience.



4 F's (Fight, Flight, Freeze, 
Fawn)

FIGHT may look like: 
hyperactivity, verbal 

aggression, oppositional 
behavior, limit testing, 
physical aggression, 

reactive.

FLIGHT may look like: 
Withdrawal, escaping, 

running, isolation, 
avoidance, abruptly 

ending relationships.

FREEZE may look like: 
Watchfulness, 
forgetfulness, 

dissociation, looking 
dazed, shutting down 

emotionally.

FAWN may look like: 
Over-agreement, being 

overly helpful and 
accommodating, people 

pleasing.



The Traumatized Brain (The Smoke Alarm 
and The Watchtower)
Smoke Alarm (The Amygdala)

Watchtower (The Medial Prefrontal Cortex)



Balance Scale
This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-NC.

https://pngimg.com/download/52945
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


The Traumatized Brain 
(cont.)

THE AMYGDALA DANGER 
RESPONSE TRIGGERS THE RELEASE 
OF STRESS HORMONES (CORTISOL 

AND ADRENALINE), WHICH 
INCREASE HEART RATE, BLOOD 
PRESSURE, RAPID BREATHING, 

PREPARING US TO EITHER FIGHT 
BACK OR RUN AWAY (FLEE).

THIS IS GREAT IN AN ACTUAL 
DANGER, BUT WHAT HAPPENS 

WHEN OUR BRAINS CONSTANTLY 
RELEASE CORTISOL AND 

ADRENALINE? WHAT HAPPENS 
WHEN OUR “SMOKE DETECTOR” IS 

CONSTANTLY SILENCING OUR 
“WATCHTOWER?”

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC.

https://arkansasgopwing.blogspot.com/2012/08/legislation-to-improve-veterans-tbi.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


The Traumatized Brain 
(cont.)



“We are a hopeful species. 
Working with trauma is as 
much about remembering 
how we survived as it is 
about what is broken.”

-Bessel van der Kolk.



"Dear Approval" Poem



What Can We Do?



• Think of  your brain as a staircase. 

1st Stair: The brainstem is the oldest part of your brain. It’s 
responsible for most of your automatic functions, such as 
your heart rate, body temperature, and blood pressure. In 
addition, your brainstem coordinates movement, controls 
arousal, and processes sensory information.

• 2nd Stair: The limbic system (the “emotional brain”) is known 
for its link to emotional experiences and regulation. The 
limbic system is the part of the brain involved in our behavioral 
and emotional responses, especially when it comes to behaviors 
we need for survival, feeding, reproduction and caring for our 
young, and fight or flight responses.

• 3rd Stair: The cortex is the youngest part of your brain and 
often perceived as the "smartest." It’s responsible 
for attention, perception, awareness, thought, memory, 
language, judgment, and consciousness.

• Body – Emotions- Thoughts

Bottom-Up Brain



Client Case Study



Bottom Up and Top Down Approaches

• Bottom Up • Top Down 



"The Big Six"
1. Sleep- during sleep- cortisol levels, adrenaline drop 
and our immune system is most active!

2. Mental Health- Counseling, Treatment Programs

3. Healthy and supportive relationships

4. Exercise- helps the body better decide which fights to 
pick up or walk away from.

5. Nutrition- helps boost the immune system and improve 
brain functioning.

6. Mindfulness- meditation activates the parasympathetic 
nervous system- lowers heart rate and blood pressure, 
counters our stress response (remember 3 F’s)

*All can help regulate a dysregulated stress-response 
system!



"Press Pause" 
Poem



Thank you, Cedric!

Visit Cedric Dale Hoard’s website at cdhspeaks.com
Instagram at @cedricdalehoard

Photo credit: https://www.cdhspeaks.com

https://www.cdhspeaks.com/
https://www.instagram.com/cedricdalehoard/?hl=en
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